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AN INTERPOLATION THEOREM FOR
ANALYTIC FAMILIES OF OPERATORS

ACTING ON CERTAIN Hp SPACES

EUGENIO HERNANDEZ

The main objective of this paper is to obtain an interpolation
theorem for families of operators acting on atomic Hp spaces, 0 < p < 1.
We prove that if 0 < p 0 </?, < 1 and {Γz}, z G S"= {z G C/0 < Real z
< 1}, is an analytic and admissible family of linear transformations such
that TJ+ιv maps HpJ into LpJ9 where -oo <y < oo, with norm not
exceeding Λy, y = 0, 1, then for all 0, 0 < Θ < 1, Γ, maps JΓ into Z/ with
norm not exceeding cAι

0~
θAχ9 where 1/r = (1 — 0)//?o + Θ/P\-

1. Introduction. For xGRn and « = («,,...,«„) a multi-index,

with ocj a natural number,j — l,...,rc, we write jcα = xp •••x"n and

| α | = «! + +oίn. For 0 <p < 1 and an integer 5 > [n(l/ρ — I)]1 we

say that a function α(x) is a (/?, s)-atom if:

(i) the support of α is contained in a ball δ C R " .

(ii) I a{x) | < | J51"1//7 for all JC G R" (| B \ denotes the measure of B).

(iii) /RB a{x)xa dx = 0 for all multi-indexes a with | a | < 5.

The space HP'S(R") consists of those linear functional /defined on an

appropriate Lipschitz class of test functions (see [6] for details, where

more general atoms are also considered) that can be expressed in the form

f=Σf=]λiai9 where the a, are (/?, ̂ -atoms and Σ?=ι |λz-1^ < 00. The

quasi-norm of/is defined to be the infimum of the numbers (Σ% \ I λ i \
p ) λ / p

taken over all the above representations of/; it is denoted by ||/||///»,*. For

fixed p, the spaces Hp s are independent of s and their quasi-norms are

equivalent (for this and the relation of these spaces to the classical Hp

spaces see [6]). For this reason we shall denote each of these equivalent

spaces by Hp and || \\HP will denote the quasi-norm.

Another aspect of this theorem that we must make precise is the type

of transformations we are dealing with.

A function Φ defined on S, the closure of 5, is said to be of admissible

growth if there exist positive constants B and b, b < π, such that

Φ(z) <

for all z G S.

1 [/] denotes the integer part of the non-negative real number /.
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A family of linear transformations ( Γ J , z G S5 each mapping simple
functions to measurable functions on R", is called analytic if the function

>ί dx

is analytic for each pair of simple functions φ and ψ on R".

This family is said to be admissible if the function logyΓ/pl^ is of
admissible growth for each simple φ on Rn.

We are now ready to state the main theorem.

THEOREM I. Let 0 <p0 <p} < 1 and {Γz}, z € S, be an analytic and
admissible family of linear transformations. We suppose

O 1) IIWiL^J/IU' 7 = 0,1,

for all f E Hpj Π Lp\ where -oo < y < oo and Aj9 y = 0,1, are positive
constants.

Then, for each θ, 0 < θ < 1, we have

(1-2)

for all f E H\ where \/r - (1 - θ)/p0 + θ/pλ and c depends only on the
dimension n and the quasi-norm used in Hr.

A similar theorem for transformations acting on Hp of the unit disk
was proved by E. M. Stein and G. Weiss [5].2

2. Proof of Theorem I. Due to the equivalence of the spaces Hps

for p fixed, Theorem I follows from the theorem below.

THEOREM II. Let 0 <po<px < 1 and s an integer satisfying s >
[n(l/p0 — 1)]. Let {7^}, z E S, be an analytic and admissible family of
linear transformations such that

for all f E: Hp^s Π Lp'9 where -oo < y < oo and AJy j = 0,1 ? are positive
constants.

•In [4] E. M. Stein proved a similar theorem for transformations acting on Lp spaces.
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Then, for each θ, 0 < θ < 1, we have

(2.2) \\τθf\\Lr<A\-χ\\f\\H,s

for allf E Hr\ where 1/r = (1 - θ)/p0 + 0//?,.

Three lemmas are used to prove this theorem.

LEMMA 1. Let Φ: S -* R be an upper semi-continuous function of

admissible growth and subharmonic in S. Then for z0 — x0 + iyQ E S we

have

Φ(z0) < Γφ(i[yo+y])ω(l - x0, y) dy
J-00

i[y0+y])ω(x0,y)dy,

1 cin v

2 cos πx + cosh πy '

For a proof see [5].

LEMMA 2. // F(z) is an analytic function mapping S into L\ then, for

any positive c < 1, Φ(z) = /R B | V(z) |c dx w continuous and logΦ(z) is

subharmonic.

The proof can be found in [5].

LEMMA 3. Let 0 <po<pλ< I and s an integer satisfying s >

[n(\/p0 — 1)]. Let a be an (r, s)-atom, where 1/r = (1 — θ)/p0 + θ/pλ

andθ<θ < 1.

ΓΛe« /Λere ejc/̂ /5 β« analytic function h(z) mapping S into l) such that

||Λ((y)||///Ό.* ^ 1, ||Λ(1 + (y)||//^i s ^ 1

/or αwj realy and h(θ) — a.

Proof. Let B be the support of a and define A(z) =\B\a(z)a where

α(z) = (1/r - l/po)(l ~ z) + (1/r - l/p^z. Observe that

(2.2) a(θ) = 0.

(2.3) Real{α(ι>)} = 1/r - l//?0 for all real;;.

(2.4) Real{α(l + />)} = 1/r - \/pλ for all real^.
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Using the fact (easily verified) that a belongs to HPo*s with quasi-norm

not exceeding | B \ι/p°~λ/r and (2.3), we obtain

Similarly, ||Λ(1 + iy)\\HPι,s < 1. Finally, (2.2) implies h(θ) = a. D

Proof of Theorem II. Let a be an (r, s)-atom and denote by h(z) the

analytic function associated with a as in Lemma 3. Choose an integer k

such that kp0 > r and g a positive simple function with ||g||^/ ^ 1 where

1/A:+ \/kr = 1. Consider

where

Po P\

Note that

(2.5) β(θ) = l.

(2.6) R e a l / 8 ( / > ) = ^ % ^ ^ for all realy.
kp0

(2.7) Real β(l + iy) = — ^ L for all realy.
kpι

Using Holder's inequality with index kpo/r > 1, (2.6) and the fact

that the Lk> norm of g is bounded by 1, we obtain

Using this inequality, hypothesis (2.1) and Lemma 3, we obtain

(2.8) | Φ ( / » | < ^ / i M / » | | / ^ < ^ .

Similarly, using Holder's inequality with index kpx/r > 1, we obtain

(2.9) |Φ(1 +iy)\<A[/k.

Lemma 2 implies that log Φ(z) is subharmonic. Consequently, Lemma

1 and inequalities (2.8) and (2.9) imply3

5 Observe that /f̂  ω(l - 0, y) dy = 1 - θ and / ^ ω(0, y) dy = θ.
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Noticing that Φ(θ) = /R« g(x)\(Tθa)(x)\r/k dx, the above inequality,
together with

\/k

\(Tθa)(x)\'dx\

= s u p j j ^ \{Tθa){x)\r/kg(x) dx\,g>0,g simple,

implies

which proves Theorem II for atoms. From here the theorem follows from
the definition of Hrs in terms of atoms. D

3. Remarks. We start with some historical remarks. Hp spaces can
be defined on spaces of homogeneous type (see [1]). The main difference
with the Hp spaces that we consider here is that (iii) in the definition of an
atom is replaced by ja(x)dx — Q. The reader will have no trouble
verifying that Theorem I can be extended to include the homogeneous
type case. In this context R. Macίas proved in his dissertation (1973-1974)
a particular case of Theorem I (see [3]). An interpolation theorem for
linear operators acting on Hp(Rn) was published in 1974 by C. Fefferman,
N. Riviere and Y. Sagher ([2]). Their proof uses the real method of
interpolation and is quite different from Macίas' proof. For this reason, it
is unfortunate that Macίas' dissertation was never published. Our work
fills the gap left by the unpublished work of R. Macίas.

It is worthwhile to notice that the fact proved by M. Taibleson and G.
Weiss ([6]) concerning the equivalence of Hps spaces for fixedp plays an
important role in the proof of Theorem I.

Theorem I has several extensions. First, R" can be replaced by any
other space for which an atomic theory similar to the one described above
can be defined. Second, condition (1.1) can be replaced by

where 0 < q} < oo, log Aj(y) < C}e
dft, 0 < dj < -n and C, > 0, j = 0,1.

Then, it is easy to check that the conclusion of the theorem becomes

where C depends on θ, p}, qp Cp dj (j = 0,1) and the dimension n and
\/q = (1 - θ)/q0 + θ/qx.
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